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RESUMO

Neste trabalho, vamos estudar o efeito de pequenas perturba§6es nos estimadores

”ridge” considerando a classe dc distribuigées eh’pticas para 08 erros. As matrizes necessarias

para a. analise de influéncia local considerando as perturbagées nas variaveis explanatérias

6 na matriz escala sao obtidas. Os dados de Longley sao analizadas como uma ilustragao.

ABSTRACT

In this paper, we study the effect of a minor perturbation on the ridge estimator

considering the class of elliptical distribution for the errors. The necessary matrices for

assessing the local influence under the perturbation of the explanatory variables and the

scale matrix is derived. The Longley data is analyzed for illustration.



1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the usual multiple linear regression model,

Y : Xfl + e,

where Y is an n vector of observable responses, X is an n x p, centered and standardized,

matrix of known constants of rank p, ,6 is an p x 1 vector of unknown parameters and

e is an n vector of random errors, with E(e) = 0 and E(eeT) = azln. It is well known

that in the presence of multicollinearity the ordinary least-squares (OLS) estimators in

the linear regression model is not appropriate as the average distance from B to ,6 will

tend to be large. Also, the OLS estimators is very sensitive to the presence of a few

extreme observations in the response and explanatory variables, which can seriously affect

the inferences. It is not unusual to have multicollinearity and influential observations

simultaneously in a data set (Lawrence and Marsh, 1984). To overcome the difficulty

of multicollinearity, Hoerl and Kennard (1970a, b) proposed the use of (XTX + kIp),

k: 2 0, rather than XTX in the estimation of fl, which is known in the literature as

ridge regression estimator. In the presence of collinearity, the ridge regression estimator
shrinks the OLS estimator toward the origin and yields a biased estimator with smaller

mean square error. Since then, a large number of papers have been written on the subject.
Walker and Birch (1988) showed that when ridge regression is considered, the influence of

each case changes as a function of the shrinkage parameter k, which means that once the

value of k is determined, influence measures should be computed for that specific value

of Is. More recently Billor and Loynes (1999) considered the use of the local influence

diagnostics proposed by Cook (1986) in ridge regression. They considered the normal

distribution for the errors. However, the multicollinearity may occur in many applications

of the multiple linear regression models with the errors having other distributions than

the normal distribution. Several authors have considered the Student_t distribution as an

alternative to the normal distribution as it can naturally accommodate outliers present in

the data. Lange et. al. (1989) discussed the use of the Student_t distribution in regression

models, as well as in problems related to multivariate analysis.
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In this paper, we extend the results obtained in Billor and Loyness (1993, 1999),

considering the class of elliptical distributions for the errors and also the perturbation
in the explanatory variables, as the matrix of the predictor variables are supposed to be

ill conditioned. The class of elliptical distributions has as its particular cases, some well

known distributions, as normal, Student_t, contaminated normal and logistic, among other
distributions (see Fang and Anderson (1990) and Fang and Zhang (1990), for example). In

Section 2, the ridge regression model under elliptical distribution is described. In Section

3, the concept of the local influence approach is reviewed. In Section 4, some perturbation
schemes for the analysis of the local influence is considered and the necessary matrices

for the application of the results are given in closed form expressions. Finally, in Section

5 we apply and discuss the results obtained in earlier sections to the Longley data.

2. RIDGE REGRESSION UNDER ELLIPTICAL MODEL

In this section we consider the ridge regression under the class of the elliptical dis-

tributions. If the density of a n—dimensional random vector Y with the n—dimensional

location vector u and the n x 11. scale matrix A is given by

My) = IAI'1’2f((y — MFA—101 — M), y 6 R",

for some non negative function f (u), with u 2 0 satisfying

/ u"_1f(u2)du < oo,
0

then Y is distributed according to a elliptical distribution. The function f is known as

the density generating function. We shall denote Y ~ E'l(p,, A; f) or Y N El (u, A).
This class of distributions has as its particular cases the normal distributions, student_t

distributions, contaminated normal distributions, logistic distributions and exponential

power distributions among others, see for example Fang et al. (1990) and Galea et al.

(2000). In the case of a normal distribution, f (u) = eta—”2, where c is a normalizing

constant.



Next, we introduce the ridge regression under the class of the elliptical distributions.

Consider the linear regression model given by

Y = Xfl + e,

where Y is a centered n-dimensional random vector, X is a fixed n x p matrix of co-

variates, with full rank p, fl is a p—dimensional vector of unknown parameters and e is a
n—dimensional vector of unobservable errors. The errors are supposed to be uncorrelated

and the matrix X is considered to be centered and scaled. Under the normal model the

ridge estimator, a“ is obtained as a solution to the (XTX + kIM5, = XTY, which is

given by

a, : (XTX + kIp)'1XTY, k > 0.

As the method of local influence is based on the likelihood function, to study the effect of

a minor perturbation in the data or in the model, it is necessary to obtain the maximum

likelihood estimator of the parameter vector fl. In the normal model, Billor and Loynes

(1999) considered the (n +17) x p matriz

XXa: ,(kl/211, )

and the (n + p)-dimensional vector of responses Ya : (YT, 0T)T satisfying the following

relationship

Ya : Xafi + ea. (2.1)

The elliptical model can be defined assuming that ea ~ Eln+p(0,¢In+,,; f) and from

the properties of the elliptical distributions Ya ~ Eln+p(Xafl,¢In+p; f). The density

function of Ya, treated as though all the components are ordinary observations, will be

called a pseudo-density function. Thus, the pseudo-likelihood can be written as

71+}?
2

where 0 = (flT,¢)T and ua = iQJfl), with

Lp(0) = — 10g¢ + logflua), (2-2)

Qa(fl) = (Ya — Xafi)T(Ya — Xafl) = (Y — Xfl)T(Y — Xfi) + WW-
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If f is a continuous and decreasing function, then the maximum likelihood estimators of

fl and (b are given by (see, Fang and Anderson, 1990)

at :(XIXa)-1XIY,, = (XTX + kIpl'l—XTY and (75: QABJ/Uf,

where uf maximizes the function h(u) : if? f (u), u 2 0. That is, uf is the solution of

the equation
, n + p_ z 0f (u) + 2“ f (U)

or equivalently, solution of the equation

n-l-p
2u : 0, where Wf(U) : “112,53. (2.3)WA“) +

If we consider, for example, the normal distribution, we obtain u; = n +1) and Wf (11a) :
1/2.

3. LOCAL INFLUENCE DIAGNOSTICS

The local influence diagnostics is a method to assess the local influence of minor

perturbations of a statistical model or data.

Case deletion is a popular way to asses the individual impact of cases on the estimation

process. This approach can be regarded as a global measure of influence. An alternative

methodology for the identification of groups of cases which may require some concern
is local influence which is based on differential geometry instead of complete deletion.

It employs a differential comparison of parameter estimates before and after perturba-
tion to data values or model assumptions. As considered in Cook (1986), the likelihood

displacement is used as the metric to assess the local influence.

Let L(0) denote the log-likelihood function given in (2.2), w the vector of perturbation
introduced in the model, where w 6 Q g Rh, 9 an open subset and L(0|w) the log-

likelihood function corresponding to the perturbed data or model. Let 5 and a, denote the
maximum likelihood estimates under the model defined by L(0) and L(0|w), respectively,



and assume that there is an we 6 9 representing no perturbation, such that L(0):L(0|w0)
for all 0. The influence of w can be assessed by the log-likelihood displacement

LD<w> = 2m?) — MM,

where (3 = 5,00. Because evaluation of LD(w) for all w is practically unfeasible, Cook

(1986) proposed to study the local behavior of LD(w) around we, which can be performed

by evaluating the normal curvature C’; of LD(w) at we in the direction of some unit vector
1.

Cook (1986) showed that the normal curvature in the direction I takes the form

0, : 2|1TAT I‘lAll,
2

Where Ill” = 1, I = ——g—0La(0—012 is a (17+ 1) x (p+ 1) observed information matrix, and

_ 82L(0/w)A ‘ 606wT

are both evaluated at 0 = To and w = we.

Let Imam be the direction of the maximum normal curvature (0mm), which is the

perturbation that produces the greatest local change in 5. The most influential elements

of the data may be identified by looking the components of the vector lm, which is

relatively large. Furthermore, 1m,x is just the eigenvector corresponding to the largest

eigenvalue, (0mm), of AT I“A. Other important direction is l = 65, where 6, denotes

a vector of zeros, with the element of the jth position assuming the value one. In that

case, the normal curvature, called the total local influence of individual j, is given by

C, = 21311—1135, where A, is the jth column of A, j z 1, . . . ,n. From (2.1), it follows

that I takes the form

12—131sz
where, 7,1- : fl, <1).



When a subset 01 from the partition 0 = (0T, 02T)T is of interest, influence diagnostics

can be based on the matrix (Cook, 1986)

AT(I_1 — BZZ)A1

with

322 =
10 152

and 122 is determined by the partition of I accordingly with the partition of 0.

Billor and Loynes (1993) pointed out some practical and theoretical difficulties which

arise from Cook’s approach. For example, computabih'ty of the maximum curvature; lack

of invariance of the curvature under reparametrization of the perturbation scheme; and

lack of definition of the parameters. To overcome the difficulty of lack of definition they

suggested the following measure proposed by Tsai (1986)

LD*(w> = 4m) — L(5wlw)l,

where L(0|w) is the log-likelihood function of the perturbed model. They suggested the

use of the first derivative of LD” as it provides valuable informations about the local

influence behavior of LD”. In particular, the use of the direction which produces the

maximum increment in LD* is of interest and in this case the maximum slope is given by

aim... : ||VLD*(wo)|| = 2||VL<5|w)n.

If we take the perturbed model given by

Y : Xfl + e,

where Var(e) = (15W, with (15 known and W = diag(1+w1, . . . . , 1+wn), with diag(a1, . . . , an)

denoting a square diagonal matrix with the elements of the diagonal given by al, . . . ,a,,,
then BiJlor and Loynes (1999) obtained under ridge model that

n
nvwwwauz -—— Eu — 33) (3.1)

i=1



where Af(U) my") ,u > 0. Note that, evaluating the derivatives above at 0: 0, we

obtain that (Ya —
dX,,,3*)TX,, = 0 and Qa(,8*)/¢ : Uf, so that

éwfmaxxTx + up) 0
I | A: —0:0 n + ’

0 p +11_'Auf(0)
2¢2 452

whereu“: Qa(fl*)/¢—— uf and Af(ua)—— 2Wf(ua) + quf(ua).
Expressions for Wf(U) and A f(u) for some elliptical distributions, can be found in

Galea et al. (2000). In particular under normal distribution, u; : n + p, Wf(fia) : —1/2

and AAfia) = 0, so that the matrix I |0_a reduces to

(1M7) (XTX + up) 0
I lozaz 0 n t pW

4.2. PERTURBATION IN EXPLANATORY VARIABLES

First, we are going to consider the perturbation in the explanatory variables. We are

assuming that the matrix X is ill-conditioned, which means that a small perturbation in

the X matrix, may result in a great change in the estimated parameters. In this section

we consider the influence that the perturbation in the explanatory variables may result

on the ridge estimator.

Let 3,7, z' = 1, . . . ,p, denote the scale factors to account for the different measurement

units associated with the columns of X and let

XH, : X + WS,

where W = (wij) is an n x 1) matrix of perturbations and S = diag(31, . . . , 3,0). In this

case, we consider w = (wir, . . . waT)T : vec(W) that is a np x 1 vector. Thus, the no

perturbation case follows by taking 117 z 0. Under this perturbation scheme, it follows

that the (17+ 1) x np matrix A is given by A = (A1,..., A,), where
Ai 2 (A35, ALF, i = 1, ..,p, with

2 A 2 A A
Afii : —$Wf(aa)si(ea-T ® 617“) _ fli*-XT) and AM : _$5Wf(ua)3ifii*et-r,



where ep(z') is a p x 1 vector with 1 in the ith position and zeros elsewhere, 69 denotes the

Kronecker product, 6. : Y — Xa, and it} as in (3.2).

Concatenating Ag, i = 1, . . . , p horizontally, we have

AT
AB 2 S®etT_fi*S®-XT

A z = —,—.Wf(iia) 1 AT T
A¢ gfiat S ® e*

In this case, the matrix ATI"1A, can be written as ATI "1A 2 31 + Bz, where

31 = gwfmaxs a e. — SE. (29 X)(XTX + kIp)”1(S® e..T - fiIS® XT) and 32 =
4 A A
gdflsmfijs (8) 6,61), with df : Wj?(ii,,,)/(%r2 + qufGZa». Thus, the normal curva—

ture in the direction l, when both ,3 and d) are of interest is given by C; = 2|lT(Bl+B2)l|.

4.3. PERTURBATION IN THE SCALE MATRIX

In this subsection, we extend the results given in Billor and Loynes (1993, 1999) for

the normal model to the elliptical model. The model defined in Section 2 considers that

the errors are homocedastic. We consider that the vector of errors in the perturbad model

assumes the following form ea ~ Eln+p(0, ¢\II; f), where

w-1 0
q: z ,

0 I,
with W : diag(1+w1,1+w2,.. .,1+w,,). If w, z 0, i z 1, . . . ,n, the perturbed model is

the same as the postulated model. Under the perturbad model Ya ~ Eln+p(Xa,6, ¢\I'; f)
and the perturbed pseudo-likelihood function is given by

72+ 1 "
Lp(0Iw) = —

2
plogqs + logf(ua,w) + 5X logo + wj),

j=1

where w : (w1,. ..,w,,,)T and um, = %((Y — Xfl)TW(Y — Xfl) + kflTfi). In this case,

we : (0, . . . ,0)T is such that Lp(0|wo) : Lp(0).

4.3.1. COOK’S APPROACH

10



Now, by setting Qa,w(fl) = (Ya — Xafi)T‘II‘1(Ya — Xafl), we have that um, =
Qa,w(,3)/¢,

3L 010
_ — [3

p( l )__2Wf(ua'w)(XTW(Y Xfl) k )

and
(913 Ow 71+P( i )_

2
p_in(ua,w)Qa,w(,3).

So that the elements of the A matrix is given by

{PL 0
655111?) — ‘2‘Wf(ua,w)XTD(e) + $13 f(ua,w)(XTWe — kfi)eTD(e))

and

(9sz 0 1 1
a¢a(uJ|:'U) : _F{Wf(ua,w) + $Af(ua’w)Qa’w(fi)}€—FD(€)’

where e : Y — Xfl. Evaluating the matrix A at 0 z 5 and w = we, it follows that

—<2/$>Wf(a>XTD<e*)
A = ,

—£(W,(aa) + quf(fia))eID(e*)

where 6), : Y — Xft. Note that, if k z 0, the expression of the A coincides with the

corresponding result given in Galea et al. (1997). Moreover, under the normal ridge

regression models, that is, Wf(U) = —1/2, for all u > 0, it follows that

A _
XTD(e*)/$
ewes/(2252)

’

which have the same form as in Galea et. al. (1997) and Cook (1986), but in this case 6,
is the vector of ridge residuals, which depends on the ridge estimator.

Under elliptical Model the matrix ATI "1A, can be written as

ATI‘IA : B1 + 32,

where

131 : %W,(a)p(e,)P,,D(e*) and 32 z zzl—cfmekmjma),

11



with
_ W («mm A (an)2Pa _— XT XTX + kI 1x d g __ (_f__u__, ,( ”) an ’ u; + u,AAm)

(3 3)

Thus, the normal curvature in the direction I, when both fl and Q5 are of interest is

0, : 2|lT(B1 + 32)”.

In the special case when we are interested in the vector fl, the normal curvature in the

direction I, is given by

4 ACl(fi) : 2ilTBlli : glwfcu'a)ilTD(e*)Pa.D(e*)l'

Similarly, the normal curvature for the scale parameter 45 in the direction l, can be written

as
2

CW?) : 2|lT132l| 2 3?chllTD(€~)e*€ID(€*)ll,

where Cf is as in (3.3).

4.3.2. BILLOR AND LOYNES’S APPROACH

In this case, the rate of change of the function LD" is measured by the gradient vector

as in the normal case and is given by

_ 6LD*(0|w)
VLD;}(w0) _ — zaprlw)

6m |0=9,'w:’wc aw |0=9,w=w0'

After algebraic manipulations, it can be shown that

2 AVLDfihUo) = ZWf(ua)D(e.)e* -l— 1",

with 17“ as given in (3.2) and e. is the vector of the ridge residuals. The maximum

increment in the LD" is in the direction of the gradient VLDM'wo) which is given by

*
71 2 Anvwnn : (20 + =Wf(u.)e3,-)2)1/2, (3.4)
1:1 ¢

where a,“ , j z 1, .., n are the elements of the vector of the ridge residuals. Observe that
62.

under normality ||VLD§|| = (22:10 — 7???”-

12



5. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION

In this Section we are going to apply the results obtained in the earlier sections to

the Longley data (Longley, 1967). The data set consists of six explanatory variables with

16 observations. It was previously analyzed by Cook (1977) who has noted that the two

observations (observation 5 and 16) with the largest values of D, (Cooks Statistic) were

those observations with great influence in the estimation of 6, while the effect of the

observation with the largest studentized residual (observation 10) is not so important
relative to the observations 5 and 16. The most influential observations in order were

given by the observations 5, 16, 4, 10 and 15. The effect is relative to complete deletion.

Later, Walker and Birch (1988) proposed approximate deletion formulas for the detection

of influential observations in ridge regression and found that observations 16, 10, 4, 15 and

1 (in that order) were the most influential. More recently, Shi and Wang (1999) studied

the effect of local influence proposed in Shi (1997) in ridge regression. Considering the

variance perturbation they found that the cases 10, 4, 15, 16 and 1 in that order were the

most influential. In the class of elliptical distributions, we are going to apply the methods

described in earlier sections considering the Student_t distribution and the exponential

power distribution. The density generating function for the Student_t distribution and

exponential power distribution is, respectively, given by

“aflu) = an + 9M? .u z o and f(u) : 026—7, u z 0.

with 61 and 02 denoting the normalizing constants. As recommended in Lange et al.

(1989) and Berkane et al. (1994), we are going to consider 4 degrees 0s freedom for the

Student_t distribution. The exponential power distribution with a z 1 is the normal

distribution, so we are going to consider a z 0.8 and a z 1.2. Considering the generating

function given above, we have

_(u+n+p)
2(1/+u)

(u+n+p)WA“) = 2(u+u)2 ’,uf:'&a:n+pa.ndAf(u):

13



Student_t (elf—1)

drmx 03

0.0

Observations

Exponential Power (a=0.8)

dmax

DD

03

Observations

Exponential Power (a=1.2)

drnax

00

03

Obsemmlons

Figure 1: Perturbation in the Explanatory Variables.

for the Student_t distribution and

and—1
A 714—17

31? a a —— 1 u°‘2
Wf(U) : —

2 , Uf = ua = (T) and Af(U) = ——(_—2)——,

for the exponential power distribution.

In ridge regression it is well known that the influence of the observation depends on

the value of the It. So we should define this value first and for that value of [c we are

going to determine the observations which are influential for each perturbation schemes.

Considering the Hoerl and Kennard estimate for the shrinkage parameter k, given by

_p<13
16—7777
fifl

Where p is the number of parameters in the model not counting fig, 3 and d; are the

maximum likelihood estimator of 3 and (13, respectively, we notice that the value of k is

14



the same for the Student_t distribution, whatever the value of the degrees of freedom and

it is given by 0.00016. In the exponential power distribution, the value of It depends on

the value of a and for a z 0.8 (a z 1.2) the value of k is given by 0.00006 (0.00032).

Considering the perturbation in the explanatory variables described in subsection 4.2,

it was computed the values of dmm, which are graphed against the observations one to six-

teen for each of the covariates x1,. . . , x6 in Figure 1. The effect of the small perturbation
in the covariate six and two relative to the rest of the covariates are apparent.

Student_t.4df Expon. Power,0.8 Expon. Power. 1 .2

Inn:

10
llhl! In:

I1;

i 10- 15

Cham- dons

Figure 2: Perturbation in the Scale Matrix (Cook’s approach).

The index plot of d"m when we perturb the scale matrix are shown in Figure 2. The

case 10 stands out in the three graphs and it is followed by the cases 15, 4 and 16 in the

Student_t model. Considering the exponential power model with a=0.8 (a=1.2) the most

influential case is followed by the observations 16, 15, 5 and 6 (16, 6 and 4).

The individual values I,- of the equation (3.4) may reveal which observations are influ-

ential. In Figure 3 the index plot of l, is shown. Clearly the observations 10 and 4 stands

out.

In Figure 4 the total local influence of individual j, given by Cj is graphed. Considering

the total local influence the most influential observations is given also by the observations

10 and 4. As can be seen, the influence of the observations change when we consider the

ridge regression estimator instead of the ordinary least square estimator and also depends

on the distribution of the errors.
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Student_t Expon. Power.0.9 Expon. Power.1.2

f . m

. ’ ‘._ "' o _ n _ Ha E. E.N N . N
O" '... .... O. . " ... .. .. O. . v-

u . o 0 . o .
in 10 ‘IS 5 1° 15 5 1° 15

tin-mason: maniacal canon-luau

Figure 3: Perturbation in the Scale Matrix (Billor and Loynes’s approach).

SiudentJ. 461 Expon. Power.0.9 Expon. Power.1.2

0
PI

PI

5 N 5 N a

B H

s m 15 s 10 1§ 5 1!) 1s
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Figure 4: Perturbation in the Scale Matrix (Cj).
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